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		© Copyright 2023 |   International Day Trading Academy  |   All Rights Reserved

The information in this website is general information only. Any advice is general advice only. Neither your personal objectives, financial situation nor needs have been taken into consideration. Accordingly, you should consider how appropriate the advice (if any) is to those objectives, financial situation and needs, before acting on the advice. Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance. The International Day Trading Academy (ACN 165 005 550) is a Corporate Authorized Representative (CAR Number 001250922) of Beyond Capital Asset Management P/L (ACN 610 259 179) (AFSL 484045) for the purpose of FUTURES Trading Education. For further information please refer to our FSG.

General Advice: Any advice, opinion or trading view provided by The International Day Trading Academy Pty Ltd. is general in nature and does not take into account any of your objectives, financial situation &/or needs unless specifically agreed to by a completed statement of advice (SOA). Should you act on this information you should consider the appropriateness of the information in relation to your personal circumstance, investment requirements & the associated risk your action may expose you to, and if necessary seek independent advice.

Risk Warning: Trading in leveraged or geared products such as derivatives carries a high level of risk to your capital and you should only trade with money you can afford to lose. You should consider your investment objectives, risk tolerance & trading experience when deciding to invest with The International Day Trading Academy Pty Ltd. Prior to investing, The International Day Trading Academy Pty Ltd. recommends you seek independent advice. It is possible to lose more than your initial investment capital when dealing in markets that offer clients the ability to utilize leverage or gearing. Trading derivatives may not be suitable for all investors. Clients must ensure, prior to investing, they fully understand the risks involved and sought independent advice in relation to these risks if they do not fully understand them.

Performance Caution Notice: Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance. There are risks involved with trading equities, derivatives and options. For further information, please refer to our FSG. When considering if you should invest with The International Day Trading Academy Pty Ltd. you should review our  FSG and consider if it is appropriate for your investment requirements prior to entering into an agreement.

Testimonials Notice: Testimonials appearing on this website may not be representative of other clients or customers and is not a guarantee of future performance or success.	
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